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IMAGINE is the second book of the award-winning trilogy. The first book, IMPACT, was a 2016 Eric
Hoffer Award winner and ForeWord Reviews Book of the Year (under the original title Resurrect). These
are true stories we hope never happen. A portion of all profits will be donated to non-profits working to
protect humanity from these preventable threats.
***
“The tissue sample appears to contain a complete human genome … but it’s missing half of the normal
DNA.”
***
A man and woman stand on a South American clifftop overlooking the Atlantic. The muted sound of surf
rises from below as they hold hands and gaze across the ocean. Silhouetted by the setting sun, hair tousled by
a tropical breeze, it would be remarkably romantic … if not for the end of the world.
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From Reader Review Imagine (Fuzed Trilogy #2) for online ebook

Sharon says

Interesting, exciting and overall a good read. Storyline does make you think about the possibilities.
4.5 star recommended read.

Donald says

A very entertaining and interesting interleaving of the facets of many of today's themes. --ethics, social,
technology, and political. I found it hard to lay down the book. Very enjoyable !

Sherry Wilson says

Incredibly exciting

As with the first book in the series, I couldn't put this book down. Well developed, likable characters and a
nonstop thriller.

Sharon says

Scary

Can you imagine a computer program that controls everything.

I enjoyed this book and look forward to the next one.

John S Roth says

Loved It!

David Stevens second novel in the "Fuzed" trilogy is every bit as exciting, captivating, humorous, and
thought-provoking as the first! Mr. Stevens writing style will not only grab you and suck you into the story,
but will leave you breathless throughout the story! Great writing!!

Linda Brown says

The life of author, David Stevens, is as interesting as his books!!



Love, love this series. The hero, Josh Fuze, jumps from one death defying act to another. Incredible. Both
books, so far, has kept me riveted. Now to book three!

Donna Dunmire says

Enjoyable Page-turner

There are not many books that hold.my attention and build suspense as well as this one did for me. The
author built good characters that I care about and enjoy . Relationships among characters and complexity of
situations made it a fun and intelligent read.

Jeanne Clement says

Another winner!

Really enjoying this trilogy... Scenarios are well thought out, characters are interesting, subject matter is
relevant to our present and future. Can't wait for the next one!

Mary Ann says

Wow! My hope is that this will remain science fiction, but my fear is it won't. If yo weren't a thinking person
before this should prod you to become one. Our whole existence seems to be centered around technology and
without it our civilization that we exist in would come to a screeching halt. This author is really forward
thinking.

Arthur says

Imagine (Fused book #2)

AI, artificial intelligence, is still on the drawing board, but is finding its way into 21st century lives. Self
driving vehicles, vacuums, cleaners, robots in automation, just to name a few. What if it attempted to take
over our daily lives and the world? Stevens takes you on such a journey. Read at your own risk, but leave
your individual biases out of your conscious attempt to make decisions that are going to get debated.

Walter T. Mara says

Every bit as. Fantastic as the first book.

I found this book just as spellbinding and mind blowing as the first. There were a couple of inaccuracies in it,
but that never stopped me from "roaring" through it.



Peter Younghusband says

Another very impressive work by Stevens! This follows on very nicely from Impact, Book 1. I was very
fortunate to have been given an unedited version from the author. It was so good to be able to read this next
installment straight after the previous. Again, this is a cannot-put-down novel, action packed, mystery and
suspense. Josh is in deep in the action and intrigue, as usual, and in his element. It is really good to have
characters from Book 1, Tim Smith, Brian Davidson, Greg Langlois and of course, Elizabeth return as well.

In my review of Impact, I stated I was looking forward to seeing the relationship develop further between
Josh and Elizabeth and in this novel, their relationship has resulted in marriage and they seem very happy
indeed. Very happy with this.

Stevens continues the plot regarding the comet that was left unfinished in Impact and this, while giving
closure to the comet storyline, helps set the plot for this novel. Smooth transition from the former storyline to
this installment. Stevens is a master at storylines flowing smoothly.

full review:

http://christianfictionreviewguru.blo...

Nick Daniels says

I need the third installment!

Just like the first book Imagine made you think beyond the book itself and the characters within it. I honestly
can't wait for the next book to not only see what's next but to hopefully get answers to some questions. As for
this installment it continues the story of the main characters adding a new danger. Like the first book it was
very fast paced with little fluff. I can't recommend this trilogy enough.

Volpot says

3 stars. Not bad. Not much character development; in fact, all of the characters seem cast from the same
mold. Also, the book is even more full of implausibilities than the first. Not sure I'll read last book in series.

Cherye Elliott says

Imagine

Interesting read. Fast paced. A different type of plot than what I ambushed too but very entertaining.
Looking forward to reading Book 3.




